CENTARARESERVE.COM/SAMUI

UNEXPECTED ESCAPES

The eagerly anticipated first resort in Centara’s curated luxury collection of iconic,
refined hotels – Centara Reserve.

CENTAR A RESERVE SA MUI
Rare and precious as the name suggests, Centara Reserve
Samui is the completely reimagined and upgraded former
Centara Grand Beach Resort Samui, and this new luxury
property retains and integrates its celebrated colonial
design ethic with contemporary flair.
Set at the tranquil end of Chaweng, the island’s most
idyllic beach, the resort provides guests with a wealth of
ways to relax, dine, drink and be inspired by the unique
service experiences that have been reserved for them.
Nestled in lush gardens and with uninterrupted views of
the turquoise waters lapping the shore, find yourself in
a sanctuary worlds away from anywhere, and yet just a
short sunrise stroll from all of the island’s finest wonders
and attractions.

AN IMMERSIVE
JOURNEY OF
DISCOVERY
Discover a new era of sophisticated, story-driven hospitality at
Centara Reserve Samui, where every experience provides an immersive
journey of discovery, from the locally-inspired arrival experience
to authentic local activities.

At Centara Reserve Samui, every space
and every moment is reserved for guests,
inviting them to write their own stories.

Reserve stories are brought to life with Reserve Time (including
24-hour check-in and check-out times, freedom to enjoy in-room
dining and other service around the clock, and a daily “surprise of the
day”) and Reserve Space (including freedom to dine anywhere on the
property, whether it is a cast-away beach picnic, glamping BBQ, 24/7
breakfast or in-room romantic set up).
Guests also experience Reserve Culture (including authentic cultural
activities, arts & crafts workshops) and Reserve Touch (including butler
service from Reserve Hosts who anticipate guest needs throughout
their stay, complimentary photoshoot for guests, and tailored arrival
with welcome ritual to draw guests closer to the destination).

Each stay at Centara Reserve Samui is exclusively crafted with
a personal touch, indulging guests in intimate luxury and thoughtful
in-room touches made personal to each unique traveller, including
personalised bath amernities for her and him, a sleep therapy clock,
premium coffee capsules and minibars refilled once a day.
Wooden key cards reflect the resort’s plastic-free commitment,
and its philosophy of sustainability also extends to the herb garden,
where guests can pick out fresh ingredients for their beverage
concoction and spa treatment elixir.

EFFORTLESS
SOPHISTICATION
184 luxury rooms, pool suites and beachfront pool villas with lush garden
or unparalleled ocean views, exclusive amenities,
and private balconies or terraces

ROOMS

Revel in the tranquillity of the Deluxe Garden and Deluxe
Ocean rooms, perfectly tailored to all your needs.

Offering garden or ocean views from the private balcony, the 40 sqm Deluxe Garden and Deluxe Ocean
rooms can comfortably sleep up to 2 adults and 1 child. A pleasure for guests of every age, the 48 sqm
Deluxe Pool Access provides seamless passage to the relaxing comfort of the pool for up to 2 adults
and 2 kids, while the spacious Luxury Ocean and Reserve Ocean rooms offer 60 sqm of cultivate living
space and spacious seaview balconies to sleep up to 2 adults and 1 child.
In addition to modern in-room comforts including a flat-screen television, sleep therapy clock and
5G wireless internet access, these rooms invite guests to unwind in style with an in-room cocktail
station complete with organic juices and carafes of gin, whisky, and vodka, as well as personalised hers
and his amenity kits, 400-thread-count linens, and a pillow menu with nine different pillows available
upon request.

SUITES

Enjoy more space to relax with unexpected indulgences and discreet
“Reserve Hosts” attending to your every whim.

Serenity and seclusion are guaranteed in the suites at Centara Reserve Samui, which offer 67 sqm to
127 sqm of refined living space. Relaxing in the Reserve Pool Suite and The Garden Pool Suite comes easy
with a private plunge pool, terrace, and garden, while the spacious Luxury Garden Suite also celebrates
the tropical surroundings with a lush private garden. Find yourself in blissful contentment in the Luxury
Ocean Suite and Reserve Ocean Suite, which come with panoramic ocean views from spacious private
balconies. Perched on the top floor commanding panoramic ocean views, The Reserve Suite provides
a holiday space that feels like home, with option to connect to two additional Deluxe Ocean Rooms to
create a home away from home.

POOL VILLAS

Setting new standards for bespoke hospitality on the island, the villas
at Centara Reserve Samui capture the spirit of effortless luxury.

A tailored experience creates an atmosphere of perfect bliss in the villas, where guests are attended to
by “Reserve Hosts”, Centara’s unique take on the butler service. With 256 sqm of exquisite living space,
the standalone The Reserve Pool Villa comes with a private pool and outdoor dining area, all just steps
away from the ocean. For the epitome of tropical luxury, the standalone The Reserve Ocean Pool Villa
comes complete with 501 sqm of elegant living spaces, ocean views, a private pool, outdoor dining area,
and direct private access to the beach. Other in-villa comforts include personalised hers and his amenity
kits, customised in-room bar with cocktail making facilities, super king-size bed and daybed with luxurious
linens and an extensive pillow menu for restful nights.

EXPERIENTIAL
GASTRONOMY
Savour one-of-a-kind dining and social experiences
designed to delight and surprise.

THE TERR ACE
Drop by The Terrace for a relaxed dining experience featuring
comfort food from around the world that encapsulates
the laidback ambience of Samui.

Inviting any time of day, The Terrace offers a relaxed, convivial
piazza-style setting – perfect for a light meal that pleases even the
most discerning taste buds.
Service hours 06:00 – 22:30

THE GIN RUN
Immerse in a bespoke experience and indulge in a fine selection of
35 house-made flavoured gin, top shelf gins and other premium
spirits in a relaxed and refined ambience.

Uncover a whole new world of gin at The Gin Run, which also serves
up stunning views of the beach and ocean. At the sophisticated bar,
you’ll find immersive experiences and stories curated for
the gin connoisseur, aspiring enthusiast or simply those who enjoy
a casual tipple.
Service hours 12:00 – 23:00

SA NGA
Authenticity meets innovation at the elegant Thai tapas restaurant,
where the kingdom’s iconic flavours are served with
an out-of-the-ordinary approach.

At the interactive restaurant, master chefs prepare a personalised
selection of unique small dishes to order in the open kitchen.
Service hours 18:00 – 22:30

ACT 5
Discover modern high-end cuisine at an intimate restaurant
befitting of a beachfront luxury resort on Chaweng Beach.

At Act 5, dishes take centre stage as each masterpiece is presented
with theatrical flair. Indulge in contemporary cuisine made from
seasonal ingredients and fresh herbs handpicked from the resort’s
garden in an upscale atmosphere that’s still delightfully unpretentious.
Service hours 18:00 – 22:30

SALT SOCIET Y
Enjoy an extensive selection of fresh seafood, each prepared to
order and served with a flavoured salt selected to enhance
the taste profile of the dish.

Effortlessly cool with a touch of understated elegance, Salt Society’s
chic beachfront bar and kitchen celebrates fresh seafood, wines and
inspired mixology paired with unrivalled sea views and soulful live
music. A private room allows for culinary celebrations with an intimate
group of friends and family. Every weekend, Salt Society also presents
an indulgent Sunday Brunch experience
Service hours 12:00 – 22:30

POOL BAR
Soak up the island vibes at the pool bar, plus enjoy casual dining
and icy cold refreshments with a choice of in-water
and poolside seating.

Indulge in signature drinks and refined refreshments while spending
time at the resort’s picturesque pool. You won’t have to stray far from
your sun lounger to enjoy a light bite or creative cocktail.
Service hours 10.00 – 19.00

LUXURY WITH
A PURPOSE
Discover a holistic journey of wellness and revitalisation for body, mind,
and soul, including the world’s first Reserve Spa Cenvaree and
a dedicated zone for children and families.

Indulge in absolute pampering at Reserve Spa Cenvaree, where expert therapists offer
inspired treatments featuring freshly blended oils and clays infused with locally harvested
ingredients from the resort’s Spa Herb Garden, or dive into tropical bliss with a choice of
two picture-perfect swimming pools. Optimise your energy levels at the resort’s firstclass fitness centre, and rediscover your inner balance with beginner yoga and pilates
classes at the Yoga Pavilion.

At Centara Reserve Samui, younger guests enjoy endless fun at the resort’s
technology-free Kids Zone with wet playground. The engaging activities
programme designed to stimulate children’s imagination includes batik painting,
kite making, kids Thai boxing, junior chef and junior mixologist classes.

MOMENTS OF
LASTING MEMORIES
Celebrate momentous social and corporate occasions brought to life with
meticulously crafted details and effortless sophistication

For memorable celebrations and events, Centara Reserve Samui offers a
pre-function area and four meeting spaces and offering up to 240 square metres
of multifunctional space seating 52 – 200 guests in a variety of settings, including
classroom, theatre-style setting or cocktail, banquet and cabaret configurations.
Making the most of the tropical environs, the resort also offers a choice of
outdoor meeting spaces for up to 250 guests, including the beach area, a lawn
surrounded by lush foliage by the water’s edge, and on the al fresco deck around
the resort’s two swimming pools with fully customizable water colour for high
impact aesthetics.

INSPIRED
AUTHENTICIT Y
Dining, cultural and local artisanal tours, along with carefully
curated selection of arts and crafts workshops,
invite guests to immerse in the destination.

Surrounded by lush gardens and uninterrupted
views of the turquoise waters lapping the shore,
guests find themselves in a sanctuary worlds away
from anywhere, and yet just a short sunrise stroll
from all of the island’s finest wonders
and attractions.

Enjoy the shopping and nightlife of Chaweng at the resort’s
doorsteps, or go on an adventure into the island’s verdant
interior to discover fascinating temples and waterfalls. Active
guests also have the choice to explore remote beaches with
offshore islands and dive sites, including nearby Koh Tao and
the stunning Angthong National Marine Park.
The island’s varied offerings lend themselves to flawless affairs at
Centara Reserve Samui. With its pristine sandy beach bordered
by tropical greenery and calm blue seas, the beachfront is
the prime choice for unforgettable occasions. Infusing each
event with the highest level of personalisation, style and
gracious hospitality, Centara Reserve Samui’s dedicated event
coordinators ensure every event is tailored and reserved for
you by a team of experience curators.
For memorable celebrations and events, the resort offers
a pre-function area and four meeting spaces and offering
up to 240 square metres of multifunctional space seating
52 – 200 guests in a variety of settings, including classroom,
theatre-style setting or cocktail, banquet and cabaret
configurations. Making the most of the tropical environs, the
resort also offers a choice of outdoor meeting spaces for up
to 250 guests, including the beach area, a lawn surrounded
by lush foliage by the water’s edge, and on the al fresco deck
around the resort’s two swimming pools with fully customised
water colour for high impact aesthetics.
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